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Introduction

And there isthis: the chunk sound ofstone against stone, the smell ofmoss
and mud in thefog. Clusters ofpeople scattered across the hillside, smoking
andtalking, keening or staring. A woman has died in Lapdung andshe has
been brought to this place above the goths and below the forest, a place
between two worlds, to be burned and sent to another. The rain and mist
are steady and coldand theslopeis alive with peoplehuddled underumbrellas
orbamboo shelters. They talk in low tones, an occasional laugh driftingfrom
some odd corner, the shaman whose mother is tobeburned wailing rhythmi
cally and calling out, "Amu!" byhismother's body, wrapped in red cloth
and sheltered by the canopy of red, blue, white, and yellow.

The lamas havefinished consecrating the ground and anold pyre isbeing
dismantled and rebuilt on the ground they have marked—that sound of.'stone
again, the grunting of men as they lift heavy rock. Another shaman stands
downhill, a stare silhouetted against the mist—wool shepherds' cloak and
water beading on it, the matted dreadlocks of his long shaman's hair wet
against his shoulders and a face without expression.

The weeping. Confined to the ground around the body and to the family
sitting there. Its sound rises and falls in waves and sobs. The lamas have
moved to a narrow level spot up the hill. Kanchalama stands with two dorje—
lightning bolts—in his hands and the chanting begins. "Om mane padme
hung'' isthe refrain; the whole crowdjoin^ in here mournfully, a ghost song
that goes before the smokefrom the body waiting tobe placed on the pyre.

I am standing bythemen building thepyre—watching thefaces and hear
ing thesounds, stone, chanting, drum, bell, stone, low talking. The sound
is the thing. Muffled bythedamp and bythemist andjoiningwith thescents.
This placebecomes oldtome, older than my time or thetime ofthat woman
of 90 years waiting for the fire where it all ends. There is something here
that is out of time—in the repetition of events. How many peoplehavedied
to be burnedon this hill? How many times have the grinding of rock and
thearchival smell ofmoss or smokey woolen shepherds' cloaks mingled with
the sour scents of human bodies and old ghee? I am spelled in the rain.
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AndI look up to thelamas. Woodenflasks ofbarley beerare being passed
their way. Kanchalama holds six by a cord, his gold tooth flashing in his
smile. The Gompo Lama motions for me tojoin them, to chant and drink
beer. The spell is broken. I climb the hill to where they sit and drink beer
being passedour way and eat the com that comes by and chant the refrain
to prayers in the rain.

—Timling Field Notes, 19 August 1981

I open this study with this somewhat personal invocation from my field journals
to convey two ideas and to frame this study of the demography and household
processes that characterize an agro-pastoral people of north central Nepal. My first
point is an obvious one. even ifit is not often made explicit: in spite of the abstrac
tions and frequent recourse to quantitative methods that readers will find in this
study, I hope they wUl remember that it is rooted in an encounter that was often
intensely pnvate. I will describe the methods used to allow me to objectify my

frnnoh? nf™ component of ethnographic research must bethought of as a constant background to all that follows.

eleevTrlt^isstudy is. in part,
are Ltuallv dvin ''th *T*' Tamang Idescribe
study of DrLe« way of. life must finally be a
he^^env^Zen,?' " ' "'"ing fromSermrfrl'" broad outline for many years.

oveTwhichTDooZin T external events and processes
designed to work in a" through the consequences of behaviors
me v\?envrl"n tntn paradoxically alterwritten of peasants everywh'L to thw
this that their lifeway is one commitfp/l t f ^ survivors. He means by
has survived the cominp nf •* r j ° survival and at the same time one that
radically transformed throughout mrworw'. '̂"'
over their prii^^pr^i^t^g" Peasants, having retained control
they can also be thought ofassurvivors^Ld a! air" fieWworkat the threshold of great transformation Tn '' ® P°'
situation. From time to time in the oast thp°T^
their lifeways to accommodate n^u/^ li-*- as a people have modified
have taken the form of new additions or emn^" '̂ changes
opening new land to agriculture incluriin subsistence regime-in the high country. The .hrerhSk at whth ^
the rest in that the people of Timline a f stand, however, differs from
of their local environment to supply the v inability
More important, the options for taking ^ t^eir subsistence needs.
put them in aclearly subordinate oosiHnn^^ Z outside of the villageposition relative to other groups in Nepal. WhUe
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in the past they bargained from a postion of equality because they traded grain
desired by Tibetans for thesalt that theyrequired, theyare becoming increasingly
involved in an economy that requires them to sell their labor in unequal exchange
and in competition with others who must do the same. The Tamang, then, are a
specific case of a people overwhelmingly organized for local self-sufficiency con
fronted with a new need to look elsewhere to satisfy their subsistence requirements.
I argue that the most important cause of this change is theirexpanding population
and that this follows from the organization of their economy itself.

This book is an attempt to describe and place into context the processes that
encourage population expansion in a Nepali mountain community. 1will lookmost
closely at the adaptive strategies employed by thepeople of Timling and show how
those strategies intersect with demographic and household processes. Theperspective
is thatof cultural ecology, specifically thatversion presented byJohnBennett. Thus,
the intentof this study is to show howparticular strategies of making a living have
implications for household structure andtheorganization of thevillage. In thecourse
of describing these connections, I will also show how anthropological research can
gain from demographic methodology while simultaneously making its own con
tribution to the fuller understanding of demographicprocesses themselves. Three
major processes will be shown to intersect in Timling's adaptation: the annual
subsistence cycle, demographic processes of fertility and population expansion,
and the household developmental cycle.

My original motivation for this project derived from an interest inthe cultural
ecology ofJulian Steward and a perception that the interaction ofculture, behavior,
and environment would be mosteasilyexamined in those marginal environments
where human labor was still the most important means of extracdnga living from
the local ecology. Although this broad net includes a range of peoples throughout
theworld, John Hitchcock very quickly directed my studies to the Nepal Himalaya
and encouraged me to learn Nepali and read the literature onmountain adaptation
inthe three years I spent inMadison before going into the field. The obvious stresses
imposed onthe Himalayan environment by increasing population caused me totake
up coursework in demographic methods and to direct my research interests into
the relationships between human fertility and adaptation.

I arrived in Kathmandu inJanuary of 1981 armed with a Fulbright-Hays Disser
tation Research Grant, an ability to speak Nepali, and a set of questionnaires
developed while on grant at the East-West Population Institute in Honolulu. The
initial site of my research was to have been a Kham Magar village in northwest
Nepal, some eight days' walk from a remote airstrip near Jajarkot, but acombina
tion ofevents—including the disappearance ofaPeace Corps volunteer the previous
fall and the consequences of that—convinced me after asix-week stay in that village
that I would have to choose a new location.

Thus it was that I set out at the end of May on a walk from Trisuli Bazaar
and up the Ankhu Khola in search ofa village that retained most of the important
characteristics of the earlier village and in which I would be allowed to conduct
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my fieldwork. After a week of walking through Tamang country with two porters,
I arrived inTimling, a village of 132 households in the rugged country ofGanesh
Himal. The requirements for my research were amply satisfied in Timling: iLs people
were warmly receptive to my staying; its size allowed the possibility ofdoing reliable
demographic analysis without being too large for asingle researcher; the economy
was geared to agro-pastoral subsistence within the local environment.

While in the village, I stayed with aMajhi (a member of the ferryman caste
from southeast of Kathmandu) cook in the upper story ofanewly constnictcd house.
My landlord lived below. I made it a policy to welcome anybody who stopped
by for tea and cigarettes on the porch and operated aminor health clinic, dispensing
asp.nn and attending to the frequent cuts and gashes that people acquired on the
shppe.7 mountam trails durmg the monsoon. This guaranteed me asteady stream
of visitors even after the first week*: u/hpn r«w w
possible, Iate the food grown ir,he v^a "^re '
made from boiled stinging nettles fthus
from acow that had fallen off the trail and died^ 'but'thfh ""if'
poor that year and Iwas forced to nack in 1.7
and had ashaman blow mantra ovL m"lTfl H
lice. The fleas and rats WPFP maHM • ' 'eech bites. I had head
any other field site. ening. could not have been more pleased with

begin fieldw^k^n ttalanmaM i able to
could read and write Nepali w^r^^ '"l! ^ '-'"'°l"nately, nobody in the village
developed. I had to do that questionnaires I had
Tamang, my 27-year-old assistant TnH^ • by Shelthapa Damrong
apparently absurd questions into Taman helped to translate mycomfortable by vouching for my chamrhe Th
out If answers were outright lies or clo^ie tn th ? u
nearly all children under five cried and fied f^ beginning of my stay
would rub my skin and touch ^In h. of me, and old women
But the people of Timling soon h Imade it that color,
and Icould move anywhere without comings and goings,
sessions of conversation around bowk f ^disturbance. Interviews became long

After Ihad set up my household ^ ^shared pot of boiled potatoes,
the village and draw aroueh skprch ' step was to sit on the ridge above
so that Icould later match different timling, numbering the households
I censused the entire village bv vkif ^° ^"^^tionnaires with one another. Next
on age, sex, clan, literacy, marit^r t"f '''\^°"s«hold and getting information
nage and fertility questionnaires were th ^ to household head. Mar-
The nature of work in the village Z ever-married women,
ifficult to pm people down for intervieJ! a '̂"^®"^°"suming process since it was

assign e process to an assistant To nm """S '̂ e day and I could not simply
than asurvey researcher, Iselected arani becoming little more

random sample of 30 households that Icould
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focus on for the economic, life history, and value of children portions of my survey
forms. This worked a little better, but I still found that I could not get everybody
for each round of questions. The people of Timling are amazingly mobile even
within the bounds of their local mountain environment, and tracking down the person
to be interviewed can take days, with no guarantee in the end that the person will
have lime to answer questions. Or he may be very happy to talk and smoke but
find that there are a lot more things to talk about than bizarre questions on the
number of children he wants.

The economic sutrey includes each of the sample households; as I carried
out the others, I changed my strategy from the time-intensive one of searching
for each designated respondent to oneof focusing on the sample when I could but
taking information from anybody who was available. Thus, while I can claim on
statistical grounds that theeconomic data are representative, information based on
the timing of events in life histories or on questions from the value of children
survey needs to be argued from other grounds.

Inorder toprotect theprivacy of thepeople ofTimling, individuals have been
given pseudonyms for thepurposes of this book. Their clan affiliations, however,
are accurately portrayed. The village identity has also been protected. While it is
known as Timling by its inhabitants, its name is rendered differently on maps.

I conducted research with the Tamang from June 1981 to January 1982, a
short time by anthropological standards. Nearly the whole period was spent in
Timling, with one trip to Kathmandu in September 1981 to resupply and collect
my mail. After my return to Kathmandu in December I continued working with
people from Timling who came to the valley in search of wage labor. The short
period of fieldwork places obvious constraints on the things I can say about the
Tamang (for more detailed cultural information on the Tamang of this area, see
Andras Hofer [1969, 1981], David Holmberg [1983, 1984], and Kathryn March
[1983]); much ofthis study is necessarily confined to the level ofquantifiable facts.
Nevertheless, I hope that some of the spirit of these gentle, helpiiil people comes
through. I dedicate this study to them.



Issues in the Study of a Mountain
Adaptation: Toward an Anthropological

Framework for Population Research

The lifeofthe village, as distinctfrom itsphysical and geographical attributes,
is perhaps the sum ofall the social and personal relationships existing within
it, plus the social and economic relations—usually oppressive—which link
the village to the rest of the world. Butonecouldsaysomething similarabout
the life ofa large town. What distinguishes the life of a village is that it is
also a living portraitof itself: a communalportrait, in that everybody ispor
trayed and everybody portrays. As with the carvings of the capitals in a
Romanesque church, there is an identity ofspirit between whatis shown and
how it is shown—as if theportrayed werealso the carvers. Every village's
portrait ofitself is constructed, however, not out of stone, but out of words,
spokenand remembered: out ofopinions, stories,eye-wimess reports, legends,
comments and hearsay. And it isa communalportrait; work on it never stops.

—John Berger, Pig Earth

... to convey a sense of the essence offieIdwork—that tension between
sensuous reality, especially as expressed in theuniqueness of individuals and
events, and those abstractions with which we try to capture it and give it order.

—John Hitchcock, The Magars of Banyan Hill

Theanthropologist, crouching near a peasant's cooking fire and sharing combeer,
lives in a world ofimposing immediacy. In avillage ofahundred orsohouseholds,
those events that are swallowed up by the grand scaleof an urban or national con
texttake onanenlarged, often passionate significance. One night there is laughter
andjoking with a father-to-be about the paternity of his child. Another day there
is the intrusion of sudden death when a hunter loses his footing on a rain-soaked
trail. Theanthropologist observes, or hears about, these happenings as they occur
and gives them a kind of permanency by writing them down.











































The Tamang settlements of the Kathmandu Valley show far more
integration into the national culture of Nepal. In spite of all the
positive variations in cultural style within the Tamang territory, a
number of features bind the people into a single ethnic identity'.
Here is a study in cultural anthropology based mainly on
demography and household processes that characterize an agro-
pastoral people ofnorth central Nepal.

The Book is an attempt to describe and place into context the
processes that encourage population expansion in Nepali mountain
communities. The author takes a closer look at the adaptive
strategies employed by these people and how these strategies
intersect with demographic and household processes. It goes a long
way in showing how anthropological research can gain from
demographic methodology while simultaneously making its own
contribution to the fuller understanding of demographic processes
themselves. The study in village adaptation is geared in anthro
pological fashion towards the intensive description ofa particular
case. Thus a picture of adaptation that incorporates the inherent
variability of population is presented. The historical and
ethnographic setting for the study is indicative of the place of
Timling's people in the larger national context.
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